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 Hybrid governance regime in Myanmar

 Hybrid public sphere in Myanmar

 Myanmar two critical periods

- Authoritarian public sphere under military junta (1962 – 2010)

- Hybrid public sphere under semi civilian govt (2010 – present)

 Dawei City in Tanintharyi Region 

Outline of the paper 



Myanmar’s Hybrid Governance Regime

Myanmar’s transition with 2008 Constitution by military regime - a guided 
transition to democracy.

‘Dyarchic system with power shared between elected government and 
military’ (Pederson, 2018) 

Myanmar best described as a weak competitive authoritarian democracy

with hegemonic authoritarian traits.



The public sphere - physical or social sites - where people in networks of civil 
society, can communicate and deliberate their opinions, i.e, on government 
actions and formal politics. 

Making issues public & generating public opinion to get political force for 
communicative action.

Communication in public sphere by various forms of mass communication.

- newspapers, social media, physical spaces i.e. public events, & formal/ informal 
meetings.

A Hybrid Public Sphere



Free political discussion takes place between citizens and critical information can 
circulate openly.

It is a realm of political discussion and information that is dominated and 
manipulated by the authoritarian regime and/or its allies. (Dukalskis, 2017)

‘Positive’ legitimation effort and ‘negative’ repression effort by the authoritarian 
regime is necessary to dominate and control the public sphere.

Cont.



 Parliamentary democracy (1948 – 1962)

 Revolutionary Council (1962-1974)

 Burmese Way to Socialism’ under the BSPP (1974-1988)

 Military established the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) in 1988, 

 renamed in 1997 as the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) until 2011

 Transition to a semi-civilian government under the USDP (2010-2015), and the NLD 

(2016-present).

Myanmar’s hybrid democratic transition and the emergence
of a hybrid public sphere



Political rights, civil freedoms and role of CSOs

 In 1964 – the National Solidarity Act 
 prohibited all political orgs and the establishment of new political associations without 

government’s permission

 The Unlawful Associations Act was widely applied to punish with up to five-year of 
imprisonment 

 those who were involved in an organization that was outlawed by the government.

 Only non-politicized religious, cultural and social welfare orgs operating at the local 
level were permitted

The authoritarian public sphere 



 The state controlled the mass media under state ownership to disseminate its 
own propaganda

 BSPP & the SLORC/SPDC tightly contained the circulation of information 
through state ownership of newspapers, radio, and television stations.

 The Printers and Publishers Registration Law (1962), the Press Scrutiny Board 
(PSB) in the Ministry of Information (MoI) _ controlled art, music, film, 
performance, and all other forms of expression that might include content 
considered ‘antigovernment’

Mass Media 



 During the 2000s, government regulations maintained the price of a SIM card 
in the region of US$2500. In practice, only those trusted by the military regime 
could purchase (cheaper) SIM cards.

 The Television and Video Law (1996) _ applied as a means to license television 
sets, video players, cassette recorders, and satellite televisions. 

The government could also punish those who possessed or used fax machines, 
mobile phones, photocopiers or computers without holding government permit



Political rights, civil freedoms and the role of civil society organizations

 In December 2011, the Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession Law (PAPP 
Law) was ratified which allowed citizens to express their disagreement towards 
government policies and decisions, and to organize protests – still include the 
constraints such as requiring to ask permission in advance

Within two and a half years of the NLD coming to power, there had been 39 cases 
charged under the PAPP Law and 142 activists have been facing trials (Athan, 2018).

Emergence of a hybrid public sphere



 Penal Code 505 (b) criminalizes defamation by providing the authority to punish 
on anyone who publish or circulate any statement, rumor, or report with the 
intention to cause fear or alarm to the public.

 According to Human Rights Watch (2016), more than 100 people have been 
charged under the Penal Code 505 (b) for engaging in political activities, 
including protest and publicly criticizing government policies and decision.

Cont.



Mass media

 The end of pre-publication press censorship in August 2012 
was a significant step in the liberalization of media 
freedoms, shortly followed by permission for private 
newspapers to be publish daily, announced in December 
2012.

 The government applies existing laws such as Section 66(d) 
under the Telecommunication Law, and Section 500 and 
Section 505(b) of the Penal Code that criminalizes 
defamation and induces a measure of media self-censorship.



Telecommunications and social media

 Telenor (Norway) and Ooredoo (Qatar) - have rapidly expanded mobile phone 
technology with internet access, as did the state-owned Myanmar Post and 
Telecommunications in mid-2014

 39 million of internet users in 2016 from 2 million in 2014

 Social media in particular Facebook has become a key arena to circulate 
information and public opinion



 The above analysis has detailed how the public sphere in Myanmar has shifted 
from an authoritarian mode under the military junta governments (1962-2010) 
to a hybrid public sphere _ significantly liberalized but still contains some 
authoritarian elements

-Myanmar’s current hybrid governance regime, namely a weak competitive 
authoritarian democracy with hegemonic authoritarian traits.

Emergence of a hybrid public sphere



Military government (1962-2010)

 The provision of stable and sufficient electricity was a key public service 
challenge that the government could not meet, yet there was no way for 
the public to directly challenge the government’s performance.

Dawei City electricity supply and the hybrid public sphere



USDP government (2011-2016)

 Dawei CSOs and members of the public began to express a long-standing 
grievance.

 Since the 1990s, the SPDC government had negotiated to export natural gas 
to Thailand via two controversial gas pipelines

 In Dawei, CSOs questioned why, despite the gas coming ashore nearby, Dawei
people did not receive any benefit, including gas-fired electricity generation 
that would be cheaper than diesel



 From civil societies’ activities, two critical discourses emerged 
towards local electricity reform that shaped opinion amongst 
the Dawei public. 

- The first addressed ‘resource rights,’

- The second addressed equality with other regions and states.

 Overall, the USDP Regional Government was relatively silent in 
terms of propaganda countering these discourses. Rather, 
they responded by approaching the Union-level Ministry.
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NLD government (2016 - Present)

 The government quickly acted to re-tender the 
electricity generation and distribution.

 However, the tendering process was critiqued by 
civil society for its lack of transparency.

 a candle light protest 

 The discourse they produced shifted as they were 
less directly critical of the NLD regional government



 The NLD Regional Government engage more with the concerns raised by the 

civil society

 However, there has also been a more illiberal undercurrent.

 The NLD started putting pressure on CSOs

 Government has sought to sue the Tanintharyi Weekly Journal under Article 

25(b) of the Media Law (2014) about a satirical article on the electricity issue 

published in November 2017

 The contours of the hybrid public sphere in Dawei and government 

accountability to it continue to be contested.
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 The transition of the public sphere in Myanmar from an authoritarian public sphere to 
a hybrid public sphere as one

 In which formal civil, political and media freedoms  enabled a measure of critical discourse 
circulation produced by civil society and the independent media, 

 Whilst the legacy of the previous authoritarian public sphere also in part remains and works 
against the establishment of a fully democratic and substantive public sphere.

 Under the hybrid governance regime of the NLD, civil society groups face a dilemma;

 avoiding confrontation or to stand independent from political parties

Conclusion



 Strategies to remove the legacy of the authoritarian public sphere, and reinforce 
more substantive democratic one.

 Independent civil society must actively produce the public sphere as state 
accountability will not necessarily follow with legislation granting civil, political and 
media freedoms.
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